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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Rural Access Programme – Phase 3 (RAP3) is a 6-year DFID funded project covering 14
Districts in Nepal. It aims to improve people’s incomes and resilience through employment,
sustainable access to markets and improved access to economic opportunities. Expected
outputs include improved and sustainable access due to climate resilient rural transport
infrastructure, maintenance, upgrading and road/trail-bridge construction. Out of the 14
Programme districts, RAP in four new districts undertakes construction of 97.5 km of seven new
roads whilst the other 10 districts focus only on the maintenance of prioritised LRNs of around
2,000 km along with CBID in all districts and economic development activities in some selected
core districts.
RAP conducts review of programme activities carried out in the district every year to share
progress and achievements of the Programme with the relevant district stakeholders and CIM
assessment is also conducted annually together with the review. In the current changed context
of new federal structures in Nepal, RAP management envisaged to introduce itself with the newly
elected local governments and decided to hold an engagement workshop together with annual
review in each Programme district. The main objectives of the engagement workshop were to
identify the local development issues with a particular focus on LRN sub-sector and then to look
out possible areas where RAP3 can provide support to the local governments in future. This
report summarises the activities undertaken to conduct CIM, annual review and engagement
workshop of Jumla district.
CIM Review - A meeting, chaired by head of DCC Jumla, was held on 11 th Sept 2017 for CIM
evaluation of LRN asset management in Jumla. Deputy head of DCC, DCC planning officer and
other officials from DCC and DTO along with RAP DTA and TMO representatives were the
attendees of the meeting. Following in-depth discussions on each sub-themes of CIM assigning
unanimous scores against each of them, the meeting concluded with a total score of 7.08, which
is 0.4 point less than the last year’s score. The fall in score is attributed to low MCPM score
(2/10), some problems on fund disbursement and inadequate maintenance funding.
Annual Review - The annual review and engagement workshop was lumped into a single event
that was held on 12th Sept 2017 with two separate sessions, the first session spanning 3 hrs was
dedicated for annual review programme and the second one of 3.5 hrs duration allocated for
engagement workshop.
The annual review session had comprised of welcome speech delivered by DTO chief/acting
LDO followed by a presentation by RTL on overall programme activities carried out by RAP 3 in
Jumla. Various questions and queries were raised by the participants, which were clarified by
DTA and TMO representatives. Major concerns were related to the need of more coverage of
SMG works, procurement of goods at district level and good coordination to be maintained with
the local governments for implementation.
Engagement Worksop - The engagement session was initiated with a presentation on RAP3
engagement strategy delivered by TMO representative. DCC body and officials, Mayor/Deputy
Mayor of one municipality and Chairpersons/Vice Chairpersons of 7 rural municipalities attended
the session. The participants were divided into three working groups for brainstorming the ideas
about local development issues. Each group came up with a set of issues and hindrances and
made separate presentation in the floor. Unclear LRN policies in the changed context, weak
organisational structures that lack competent human resource and office logistics/facilities,
haphazard planning and implementation approach, inadequate funding etc. were the major
impediments identified during the group discussions.
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PART I: ANNUAL REVIEW AND CIM
1. BACKGROUND
Jumla is one of the RAP 3 pilot districts for maintenance work. DCC Jumla has shown
commitment to implement the plans of RAP3 by giving priority on DRCN maintenance as per the
approved ARAMP. All together 12 numbers of DRCN roads are allocated budget for
maintenance works.
RAP3 annually conducts reviews of programme activities in the district to share the progress with
the relevant district stakeholders together with Continual Improvement Matrix (CIM) assessment.
RAP3 management had decided to hold Municipal Engagement Workshop (EW) together with
the annual review instead of organising two separate events as most of the invitees of annual
review would be the same for EW as well. The annual review was lumped into EW, with 1st half
of the day being allocated for it and the remainder of the day for EW.
DCC representatives, DCC/DTO officials, head/deputy head/executive officers from each
municipality and rural municipality, political parties, concerned line agencies, media persons and
representatives from some of district based institutions had been invited to the annual review
held on 12 September in Jumla. The CIM was undertaken on the day just before the day of EW.

2. OBJECTIVES OF WORKSHOP
To review the performance and progress made during the past year (FY 073/74).
To review the CIM scores, identify areas of poorer performance and solutions for ASP.
To share implementation modality.
To discuss the issues faced by the programme in implementation and identify solutions.
To provide a platform for relevant stakeholders to come together and discuss common
issues and form common understanding.
Get feedback from RM/M, stakeholder/beneficiaries and incorporate fruitful suggestions
on next year’s planning.

3. CIM ASSESSMENT
Continual Improvement Matrix (CIM) assessment was started at 8 AM at DCC Chairperson
Chamber on 11th September, 2017. The program was conducted under the chairmanship of Mr.
Lal Bahadur Sarki, Chairperson DCC Jumla. Total participants in the program were 18.
Vice-Chairperson of DCC, Planning Officer, Acting DTO chief and other DCC/DTO officials, RAP
3 LRN Construction Specialist TMO, and RAP 3 staffs participated in the CIM program. Mr. Hom
Nath Lamsal from RAP3 TMO explained the objectives of the program. DCC chair-person and
vice-chairperson raised a lot of queries with regard to LRN implementation in the district as they
were recently elected to their respective posts. RAP as well as DCC/DTO personnel made efforts
to respond to their queries and concerns. Finally, all participants agreed to review the last year’s
performance of district on LRN asset management sector against the set criteria of CIM.
Discussion was done in each subtitle, and a score was unanimously agreed upon by the floor
against each subtitle. The program had a lot of interesting insights and healthy discussions,
mainly on account of curiosity shown by the newly elected DCC incumbent.
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The program ended with the announcement of overall average score of 7.08. The fall in CIM
score by 0.4 point compared to last year is due to the low scores of MCPM (2/10), some
problems with fund disbursement and inadequate maintenance funding. CIM scores for the last 5
years are presented in the following figure. The CIM meeting minutes have been presented in
Appendix-1.

Key to CIM Score level
Engagement - 2
Basic – 4
Intermediate - 6
Advanced - 8
SWAp Compliant - 10

4. ANNUAL REVIEW
The review program was facilitated by Mr. Laxmi Chandra Neupane, non-gazetted 1st class,
DCC and was run under the chairmanship of DCC Chairperson, Mr. Lal Bahadur Sarki. All the
Mayor/Vice Mayor and executive officer from newly formed Rural Municipalities/Municipalities,
and existing district level political party representatives, DCC members, DCC Planning Officer,
DTO chief, DCC/DTO officials, LRN Construction Specialist RAP 3 TMO, RAP 3 RTL, RMG,
SMG, media persons and RAP 3 staffs participated in the annual review workshop.
The program was started with a short welcome and delivery of program objectives by Mr. Laxmi
Chandra Neupane, program facilitator along with nomination of guest. Mr. Raj Kumar Goit, DTO
Chief/acting LDO, Jumla delivered a welcome speech and a short introduction to Rural Access
Program 3, its objectives and plans for Jumla district, ARAMP, RMGs, allocated budget,
monitoring visits done, lessons learnt, and challenges in future work.
Then, Rajendra Kumar Shrestha, RTL, Jumla delivered a speech highlighting the objectives of
the review, followed by a presentation on overall progress (physical and financial) of RAP3 works
in Jumla including CIM score and detailed activities carried out under ASP.
After all presentations, the floor was made open for discussions. During the feedback session,
the queries were cleared by Mr. Rajendra Kumar Shrestha, RTL and Mr. Hom Nath Lamsal, LRN
construction specialist RAP3/TMO. In response to a query about the non-provision of
procurement of goods at district level under direct funding, Mr Lamsal clarified that RAP has a
policy of procuring goods centrally in bulk quantities to achieve value for money and for quality
assurance. Feedback and suggestions from the participants were positively acknowledged by
RAP 3 and it was also assured that RAP will accommodate their feedback as far as RAP policy
allows to do so in the coming years.
The suggestions, queries, comments, and feedback of participants are recorded in the table
below.
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S.N.

Name

Designation

1

Mr. Raj
Bahadur
Mahat

Coordinator,
Civil Society
(Nagarik
Samaj, Jumla)

2

Mr. Jeevan
Budthapa

Representative,
NCP Maoist
Center

3

Mr.
Lachchhima
n Bohara

Chairman,
Patrasi RM

4

Mr. Bishnu
Prasad
Kharel

CDO

5

Mrs. Apsara
Devi
Neupane,
Mahat

Vice-Mayor,
Chandanath
Municipality

Comments/Feedbacks/Suggestions
 Tender must be administered in the district
for all categories of goods, seeking bids from
local suppliers.
 Skilled Labor and Unskilled labor must be
certified before letting them to enter any
works.
 RAP must also provide breast walls to
prevent landslides.
 Provision of direct linkage between local
farmers and outside markets must be made,
rate must be fixed and current practice of
deploying a local supplier (as an
intermediary) is not good and will not serve
the interests of local farmers
 RAP3 must present evidence of public
satisfaction during annual review
 Bio-Engineering activities must be conducted
in the district during the implementation of
works.
 Regarding Connect there must be direct
linkage between the local farmers and final
selling markets
 During the work collecting stones from the
river has made it deeper, and this must be
avoided in view of environmental degradation
of the river.
 1 RMG person per 1.5 Km will not work in
rainy season and more members per 1.5Km
will be better.
 RAP must focus on SMG works and
structural works on all DRCN roads of the
district.
 It is necessary to coordinate with newly
formed RM/M for better implementation and
outputs in upcoming days.
 Concept of RAP is to bring prosperity of
people through roads, maintenance and
capacity building together with employment to
local people.
 RAP must focus and find reasons why 100%
progress is being difficult to achieve.
 Coordination with RM/M is must and strategy
for working in upcoming days should be
made.
 It is necessary to implement program to meet
its motto. (reducing Poverty in the District)
 Coordination is necessary with Rural
Municipalities and Municipalities for
implementation from now onwards.
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PART II: ENGAGEMENT WORKSHOP
1. BACKGROUND & CONTEXT
Following the signing of Bi-lateral agreement between the Government of Nepal (GoN) and the
Department for International Development (DFID) in 2015, the Rural Access Programme Phase
3 (RAP 3) extension is being implemented in 14 districts1 of Nepal. Following the introduction of
a federal government set up and local elections in 2017, one of the important start-up activities of
RAP 3 extension was to introduce itself among its municipal stakeholders in project DCCs. This
was carried out through Engagement Workshops (EW) in all RAP 3 DCCs. The purpose of this
event, besides introducing RAP 3 to municipal stakeholders, was to get important information
and feedback from the municipal stakeholders on the key issues/problems that may be hindering
the project implementation process, specifically related to Local Road Networks (LRN), which is
one of the major thematic components of RAP 3.
To carry out engagement workshops, 12 teams were deployed in 14 DCCs: one team for each
maintenance DCC and two teams for the four new construction DCCs. This report details out the
activities carried out by the team, responsible for Jumla DCC. The field itinerary of the team is in
Appendix-2.

2. OBJECTIVE OF THE FIELD MISSION
The overall objective of the field mission was to get a general idea on development status of the
new municipalities, their problems and needs and initiate engaging potential municipal
stakeholders in the RAP 3 implementation process. Specifically, the mission aimed at:
 Rapport building with the municipal level stakeholders,
 Informing municipal stakeholders about the overall programme objective, scope and
implementation modalities of the RAP 3,
 Identifying key development issues/problems prevailing in the municipalities in general,
 Identifying general idea to resolve the existing issues/problems,
 Collecting socio-economic and physical infrastructure data/information to understand the
base line scenario,
 Identifying local risks that may impair programme delivery,

3. EXPECTED OUTCOME OF THE MISSION
The mission expected to contribute to the following:


Municipal stakeholders are acquainted with RAP 3,



Key issues/problems impairing development of LRN are identified,



Ways and means to resolve the problems / issues are identified,



Necessary data/information is collected to understand the baseline scenario of the
municipalities,



Local risk identified,

1

Nine core districts (Dadeldhura, Doti, Achham, Dailekh, Bajura, Kalikot, Jumla, Mugu & Humla) and five non-core districts
(Jhapa, Morang, Sankhuwasabha, Parbat & Sindhupalanchowk).
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4. SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES
4.1.

PRE-WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES

The central team (Mr. Hom Nath Lamsal-LRN CS) reached Khalanga, headquarters of Jumla on
9th September 2017, and held informal meeting with RAP district team, newly elected DCC chiar
and vice-chairpersons and DCC officials2 on the next day i.e. 10th September 2017. The
outcomes of these meetings were:
 Workshop schedule revisited and finalised
 Time, venue and participants for CIM assessment finalised
 Invitees list revisited and finalised along with whom to be invited as chief guest and chair
of the workshop,
 Provided support to DCC and DTA for preparing their presentation materials for the
workshop,
 Rural/municipalities were marked for group discussion as per their working areas
 Workshop venue, logistics, breakfast and lunch were finalised and

4.2.

WORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS

The EW was conducted on 12th September, 2017. The workshop succeeded the district annual
review program. The Annual review provided an introduction to the workshop. Participants were
briefed about the workshop at the end of the annual review program. The workshop schedule is
presented in Appendix-3 and the workshop minutes in Appendix-4. Below is the summary of the
workshop proceedings.
4.2.1. OPENING SESSION
This session was also chaired by Mr. Lal Bahadur Sarki, Chairperson, District Coordination
Committee (DCC), Jumla. The engagement workshop was convened after finishing the Annual
Review under the same chairmanship of DCC chairperson without closing the Review session.
However, the participants other than DCC body, DCC/DTO officials and head, deputy head and
executive officers of RM/M were requested to leave the session after settlement of their per diem
and travel allowances. In this session, TMO facilitator Mr. Hom Nath Lamsal gave a presentation
on RAP’s engagement strategy highlighting the key thematic areas for discussions.
4.2.2. DISCUSSION SESSION
The discussion session started with a brief presentation on the methodology of the workshop and
its focussed areas. The entire session was facilitated by TMO facilitator Mr. Hom Nath Lamsal
with assistance from DTA colleagues, Mr. Lamsal briefed participants on the thematic areas that
need to be discussed and the method of prioritising the issues. The participants were divided
into 3 groups in a random manner. All 3 groups were asked to hold discussion on all six thematic
areas and were assigned different places for brainstorming in the group exercises. The TMO
representative and DTA made efforts to clarify any doubts the participants had during the
brainstorming session. The participants had been provided with chart paper to note their
conclusions drawn from the discussion on the thematic areas for the presentation on the floor.
2

Lal Bahadur Sarki (DCC chair-person), Karma Budha (DCC vice-chairperson), Raj Kumar Goit (
DTO Chief/acting LDO), Chhetra Bahadur Budhthapa (DCC Programme Officer) , DTO chief could reach
th

Jumla only in the late afternoon of 11 Sept because of his delayed flight from Nepalgunj, so CIM assessment
had to be conducted in his absence to meet the pre-agreed date.
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The session lasted for about three hours. Each group had a representative who presented on the
group’s behalf.
The findings of the groups are consolidated and presented in the table below.
Area

Policy

Planning

Problem / Issue / Need

Possible solutions

 Lack of resource
generation and mobilisation
procedures and guidelines
in the new context
 Lack of working guidelines
for fund disbursement
 Planning influenced by
favorism, nepotism and
prejudice
 Inadequate and late
circulars/directives from the
centre
 Inadequate staffing
strength
 Current policy of LRN
categorisation and
prioritisation does not fit
with changed context of restructuring
 Project cycle and
implementation modality do
not serve the current needs
 Land acquisition policy not
clear and sufficient
 Procurement policy not
appropriate for local govt.
 Role of local elected
representative for M/E not
clear
 Lack of appropriate HRD
policy

 follow existing procedures to the
extent possible and amend the
policies to suit the changed
context
 Maintain coordination among
different stakeholders
 Need-based planning practice to
be followed
 Improve communication system
 Try out recruitment on contract
basis by the local level
 Amend existing LRN policy,
categorise LRN as district level
and local level and then prioritise
 Donor agencies should directly
liaise with the local level govt.,
project cycle to be reviewed,
 Amend land acquisition policy
and land should be acquired
based on DPR
 Allow local govt. to amend the
some aspects of procurement
policy in line with local needs
 Formulate M/E policy by defining
roles and responsibilities of
elected representative
 Prepare HRD plan to determine
optimum requirement staffing
strength

 Budget framework not
received on time
 Practice of distributing
budget to all areas and
sectors without any regard
to needs
 Budget allocation in line
with voices of only those
who can access the
decision makers
 Periodic plan not taken into
account
 Participatory planning

 Centre to send out the framework
on time
 Improve coordination among all
stakeholders
 Budget to be allocated based on
the need identification giving
priority to the need of those
cannot raise their voices
 All stakeholders should know the
importance of periodic plan and
should follow it, periodic plan
should contain detailed sectoral
plans like reduction, agriculture,
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approach not adopted






Implementation
(maintenance,
upgrading,
sustainability)





Funding

Problem on staff
mobilisation
Project implementation
without making DPR
Lack of materials due to
geographical remoteness
Lack of skilled manpower
Cumbersome procurement
process and inadequate
time frame
Poor quality control system
Poor or no practice of
making annual work plan
Contribution from local
beneficiaries not realised in
real sense

 Lack of internal resources
due to geographical
remoteness and tax
avoidance practices
 Newly established system
of fund allocation to local
level is not appropriate
 Inadequate budget to
successfully complete
projects
 No identification of projects
which could be
implemented by mobilising
local means and resources
 No consultation with local
govt. for central fund
allocation
 Budget deficit for on-going
projects
 Practice of fixing same
wage rate for whole district
not practical
 Budget disbursement
authorisation not received
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health, infrastructure etc.
 Revise 14-step planning process
in line with the changed context
 Concerned beneficiaries to be
well consulted during the planning
process
 Staff to be deputed based on his
experience and expertise
 Enhance skills of local level staffs
 Storage of required materials well
in advance
 Provide skill enhancement
training
 Some flexibility in procurement to
be allowed
 Role and responsibilities of each
individuals to be defined for
assuring quality
 Mandatory provision of annual
work plan to be made for
implementation of any project
 Raise awareness for ownership
feelings by the local beneficiaries
and make mandatory provision of
contribution for locally managed
projects
 Increase transportation facilities
and raise awareness
 Central govt. to allocate funds
based on the real needs of the
local level
 Sources of funding to be ensured
before project start-up
 Develop the skills of manpower
working at local level
 Central govt. to seek local govt.
opinions prior during preparation
of budget and programmes
 First priority of budget allocation
to on-going projects
 Initiate adopting cluster wise
different wage rate, amend
existing policy if it does not allow
 Central level should send the
authorisation bearing in mind the
remoteness of the district
 District authority should control
unreasonable rate increase
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Organisational
Structure (GoN
& private)

Monitoring and
Evaluation

on time due to remoteness
 On-going projects affected
by heavy increase in
district rate
 Office building and
premises not appropriate
and adequate
 Lack of office facilities
(furniture, equipment etc.)
 No clear provisions on how
to use or take ownership of
existing facilities of different
govt. offices at local level
 Ambiguities in line of
command and leadership
 Poor information and
communication system
 No staffing plan in advance
and inadequate strength of
existing workforce
 No attempt to promote
public private partnership
(PPP)
 No timely monitoring and
evaluation due to
inadequate manpower
 Ineffective evaluation due
to vested interests
 Inappropriate timing for
fund release and payment
 Standard template for
reporting not available
 No practice of performing
M/E based on the realistic
grounds due to lack of
skills with monitors and
evaluators
 Accountability for the work
carried out very poor

 Office building and space to be
constructed and managed first
 Manage office facilities even by
optimally utilising local resources
 A clear policy to be formulated on
how ownership of existing
infrastructures including office
building is transferred to local
govt.
 Clear provisions to be made in
acts and rules with regard to
authority, roles and
responsibilities among different
entities
 Upgrade existing communication
facilities or arrange new ones
 Recruit staff on contract basis
 Devise appropriate strategies to
go for PPP model depending on
the local needs and demands
 Depute/recruit adequate staffs
 Performance of those who involve
in evaluation should also be
evaluated
 Budget release should be on time
with allowances of sufficient
duration for payment
 Standardisation of monitoring
reporting format
 Enhance skills and capacity of
those who involve in M/E
 Result-based M/E with objectively
verifiable indicators to be in place
 Every entity/individual should he
held accountable for the task they
performed with provision of
rewards and punishment

4.2.3. CLOSING REMARKS
Following the presentations by each group, the facilitator invited the chair of the workshop (DCC
chairperson) for his remarks and requested to close the event formally. In his closing remarks,
DCC chairperson thanked all the participants for their attendance in the program. He also said
that the main objective of the program is to develop strategies for working with Rural
Municipalities and Municipalities in the coming days. RM/M should coordinate with INGOs/NGOs
to carry out development works in their areas. For this, it is important to get feedback from all
elected representatives. Finally, he closed the workshop expressing thanks to RAP for creating a
common platform to share development issues and constraints prevailing in the district.
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4.3.

KEY OUTPUTS OF THE WORKSHOP

Key outputs of the workshop are:
 The workshop participants had a common understanding about the overall objectives and
scope of RAP 3.
 The process of engaging key district stakeholders in different areas was initiated.
 Major development issues in the areas of human resource development, funding, office
facilities and equipment.
 A set of recommendations to resolve the major issues/problems obstructing the
development were identified.
Summary of discussion is presented below. The common issues in all thematic sectors are:
 Policy issues: On account of transitional phase of state re-structuring, there exist
tremendous chaos and ambiguities among the recently elected local level
representatives. Even though some statutory provisions have been put in place,
necessary acts, regulation and directives required for full-fledged functioning of the
local units are yet to be enforced by the central government. After enactment of
necessary statutes and related rules and directives, a lot of policy related hindrances
and constraints will start popping up in different areas of local development. The
existing local development policies including those related to RTI needs to be
revisited and amended in line with the new acts and regulation.
 Haphazard planning process: There often seems political influence in project
selection. Poor sector wise and periodic plans, lack of feasibility study and detail
project report of projects selected, exclusion of voices of disadvantaged groups in the
planning process and no meaningful participation of target beneficiaries at local level
are the major pitfalls in the current regime of local development planning.
 Prioritisation of projects: The projects have not been prioritised based on ground
reality and the projects have not been formulated and designed paying due regards
to the need of direct beneficiaries.
 Improper implementation: Incompetent and inadequate workforce, lack of
technology, tools and equipment, delayed authorisation and release of budgets,
politicisation of development projects and very poor quality management system
have been major issues in implementation.
 Inadequate funding; More demands vs less resources, R/Municipalities’ inability to
generate internal resources due to less economic activities in the district, improper
utilisation of available fund, delayed fund transfer from the central
government/ministry are the common issues identified in the EW.
 Weak Organisational Infrastructure: Newly formed R/Municipalities are lacking
basic infrastructural prerequisites like an office building/facilities and adequate and
competent workforce for regular functioning of their offices.
 Ineffective M & E: Lack of result-based monitoring and evaluation with sufficient
documentations is a common issue. There is no mandatory provision of providing
feedback to the implementation team for improvement and rectification in works
performed. There does not exist a systematic approach to tracking progress and
quality in development projects. M & E is carried out as a ritual just for the purpose of
formalities.
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4.4.

WORKSHOP EXPENDITURE

The total cost of the EW stands at NRs 187,920.00. Detail breakdown is presented in Appendix-5
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Appendix-1: CIM Meeting Minutes
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Appendix-2: Field Itinerary
Month
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept

Date
06
07
08
09
10

Sept
Sept
Sept

11
12
13

Activities
Kathmandu - Nepalgunj - Surkhet
Travel to KAL
Annual Review/Engagement Workshop at KAL
Travel to JUM
Preparation for the Workshop and coordination with
DCC/DTO at JUM
CIM Assessment
Annual Review/Engagement Workshop at JUM
Fly to Nepalgunj and then to KTM
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Transport Mode
By Air / Car
By Car
By Car

By Air
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Appendix-3: Workshop Schedule

Office of the District Coordination Committee
Rural Access Programme (RAP3)
Jumla

Annual Review and Municipal Engagement Workshop Schedule
12 September 2017

Time
First Session

Activities

Responsibilities

8:00-8:30

Breakfast

Organiser

8:30-8:45

Nomination of Chair of the Workshop

Facilitator

8:45-9:00
9:00-9:10
9:10-9:20

Introduction of Participants
Welcome Speech
Objectives of the Workshop

Facilitator
Acting LDO
Rajendra Shrestha , RTL RAP3

9:20-10:20

Presentation on RAP3 JUM Progress

Rajendra Shrestha , RTL RAP3

10:20-11:00

Speech from CDO, political parties and
representatives from Municipality and Rural

Facilitator

11:00-12:00

Lunch

Organiser

12:00-12:30

Presentation on Municipal Engagement
Strategy of RAP3

Hom Nath Lamsal, TMO

12:30:14:30

Group Discussion on Six Thematic Areas

Hom Nath Lamsal, TMO

14:30-14:45

Tea Break

Organiser

14:45-15:30

Presentation on Outcomes from the Group
Discussions

Hom Nath Lamsal, TMO

15:30-15:45

Workshop Closing by DCC Chairperson

Facilitator

Second Session
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Appendix-4: Workshop Minutes
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List of participants with position and address in English
S.N.

Name of Attendees

Designation

Organisation/Office

1

Lal Bahadur Sarki

Chairperson

DCC Jumla

2

Karma Budha

Vice-Chairperson

DCC Jumla

3

Kantika Sejuwal

Mayor

Chandannath Municipality

4

Apsara Devi Neupane Mahat

Deputy Mayor

Chandannath Municipality

5

Bishnu Paudel

CDO

DAO Jumla

6

Raj Kumar Goit

Act. LDO (DTO Chief)

DTO Jumla

7

Hari Bahadur Bhandari

Chairperson

Guthichaur Rural Municipality

8

Kali Bahadur Budha

Representative

Nepali Congress Jumla

9

Nirmala Khatri Bhandari

Vice-Chairperson

Kanakasundari Rural Municipality

10

Nanda Ram Jaishi

Representative

Radio Karnali

11

Himali Rokaya

Vice-Chairperson

Hima Rural Municipality

12

Raj Bahadur Shahi

Chairperson

Hima Rural Municipality

13

Raj Bahadur Mahat

Coordinator

Civil Society Jumla

14

Harischandra Nepali

Executive Officer

Kanakasundari Rural Municipality

15

Chhetra Bahadur Thapa

Programme Officer

DCC Jumla

16

Karna Bahadur Bhandari

Representative

Nepali Congress Jumla

17

Bali Raj Shahi

18

Bhim Bahadur Mahat

Rastriya Janamorcha

19

Suresh Bhandari

20

Laxmi Bahadur Rokaya

Representative
Energy and
Environment Officer
Secretary

21

Thirtha raj Neupane

Joint Secretary

NGO Federation Jumla

22

Chhabi Lal Neupane

Office Assistant

DCC Jumla

23

Kiran Nepal

Engineer

DCC Jumla

24

Subash Rijal

Executive Officer

Sinjaa Rural Municipality

25

Kharka Bohora

SMG

Bumramadichaur

26

Lal Bahadur Budhthapa

RMG

Chandannath

27

Puspa Kadara

Member

DCC Jumla

28

Punnakali Mahatara

Member

DCC Jumla

29

Janadevi Aidi

Vice-Chairperson

Gothichaur Rural Municipality

30

Narendra Bahadur Kathayat

Member

DCC Jumla

31

Prakash Shah

Chief

National Investigation Bureau Jumla

32

Ratan Nath Yogi

Chairperson

Tila Rural Municipality

33

Jiban Budhthapa

Representative

NCP (Maoist Centre)

34

Nara Bahadur Gharti

Member

DCC Jumla

35

Kamal Bahadur Khatri

Member

DCC Junla

36

Lachhiman Bohora

Chairperson

Patarasi Rural Municipality

37

Tul Bahadur Rawat

Representative

Contractor’s Association Jumla

38

Kalpana Damai

Member

DCC Jumla

39

Bishnu Maya Budha

Vice-Chairperson

Tila Rural Municipality

40

Ganga Devi Upadhyaya

Vice-Chairperson

Tatopani Rural Municipality

41

Himali Nepali

Member

DCC Jumla
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42

Lakhamaya Thakuri

Representative

Naya Shakti Party Nepal

43

Bishnu Prasad Dhital

Executive Officer

Tila Rural Municipality

44

Angaraj Dangi

Executive Officer

Tatopani Rural Municipality

45

Laxmi Upadhyaya

Chandannath Municipality

46

Keshav Sharma

Guthichaur Rural Municipality

47

Karna Bahadur Kadayat

Hima Rural Municipality

48

Bir Bahadur K.C.

DAO Jumla

49

Jitendra Giri

DAO Jumla

50

Ganit Kumar Shahi

Chandannath Municipality

51

Rajendra Kumar Shrestha

RTL

RAP3 Dailekh/Jumla

52

Prabhash Pokhrel

GE

RAP3 Jumla

53

Saroj Chaudhari

IoW

RAP3 Jumla

54

Ram Krishna Sharma

IoW

RAP3 Jumla

55

Pabita Bista

Intern IoW

RAP3 Jumla

56

Bharat Kandel

SADO

DADO Jumla

57

Bhishan K.C.

Intern Engineer

RAP3 Jumla

58

Laxmi Chandra Neupane

Non-gazetted 1st

Chandannath Municipality

59

Uddhav Thapa

Driver

RAP3 Connect

60

Dhan Bahadur Shrestha

Office Manager

RAP3 Jumla

61

Pravin Sarki

62

Bharat Rawal

Account Officer

DCC Jumla

63

Narayan Chaulagain

Non-gazetted 1st

DCC Jumla

64

Purna Bahadur Thakuri

Accountant

DCC Jumla

DCC Jumla

Non-gazetted 1

st

65

Harish Chandra Giri

66

Rita Giri

DCC Jumla

67

Sita Rawal

DCC Jumla

68

Govinda Upadhyaya

DTO Jumla

69

Nirmala Dangi

Chandannath Municipality

70

Bishnu Bhattarai

Messenger

RAP3 Jumla

71

Hom Nath Lamsal

LRNCS

RAP3 TMO
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Appendix-5: Expenses of the Workshop
S.N.
1
2
3
4

Description of work
Allowances to Participants

Amount
1,13,500.00

Tea and Lunch
Stationary & Banner
Others/Hall etc.
Totals

46,780.00
16,940.00
10,700.00
1,87,920.00
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Appendix-6: Photographs

Photo 1: DTO chief delivering welcome speech

Photo 2: RTL giving a presentation on progress of RAP 3 JUM
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Photo 3: TMO representative delivering a presentation on municipal
engagement strategy

Photo 4: Municipal Representatives in group exercises
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Photo 5: Executive Officer of Khalanga Municipality presenting his group findings

Photo 6: DCC chairperson delivering his closing remarks
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